What is the name
of the street you
live on?

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

April Mist

some grass to cover the brown
spots...maybe some bamboo or plants the dog park was nice,also vegetable
to add move cover up to th housing
garden
backyards

We purchased our house and paid a high lot fee to ensure that we
did not back up to tennis courts, basketball courts, golf course and
or soccer fields. We were told that it is a preserve and would NOT
be changed. If any of the above listed items are put in it will
drastically affect the value of our house.

April Mist Pl

pollinator habitats, more trees, area for
wildlife to thrive. We currently are
destroying more and more areas that
the deer, fox, birds and other wildlife
call home. We need to preserve as
much of the wild area as possible

In some cases, less is more. Do not spoil the quiet beauty and
wildlife habitat by attempting to "utilize" all open space. Some of
the area could be improved by planting more trees such as
dogwoods, etc.

April Mist Place

Trees! We are cutting down all the
trees to build houses. We need trees!!

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?

Many of the areas of Central park in
NYC. Although it is a large park, it
contains many smaller areas for
specific use to bring people outdoors
to interact.

It would be really nice to have a fenced in dog park area. Maybe a
flat concrete area that has a water feature for the kids in the
summer. Just something simple that shoots water in the air.

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?

Ashwood Moss Ter

I think the community garden would
be a great addition to this area. To go
along with this, a pollinator habitat
would be fantastic. The fitness stations
could definitely be updated and a few
more could be added. It would also be
nice if more trails were added.
Specifically, it would be nice to have
some paved areas that are steeper.
People love all the trails in Brambleton,
but there are no real challenging hills
for running or biking.

My preference is for the area to stay as is. If that were not to
happen I would like the changes to only improve upon what is
already there. Any sports fields would have much less utility once
Hanson Park and all the new schools open. Any courts, unless
Willowsford, in general is a great
properly sheltered, would drastically change the feel of the
community to take inspiration from for
surrounding neighborhood and not necessarily in a positive way
providing outdoor areas and parks for
(noise, lights, etc). One of the things that people love most about
each section of the community. Plenty
Brambleton is the feeling of it being a planned community with
of green space and lots of trails with
plenty of green space. If those green areas are paved over with
everything being very family-focused.
anything that would be disturbing to people in the community or
Everfield Community Park, which just
that seems out of place then that feeling would certainly be
went in at The Grant, has a very open
affected. While I do find it unfortunate that the Hanson Park plans
design that I think could be useful for
to not seem to include any courts, I'm not sure adding them to this
this area as well.
park would be the best alternative. That being said, something that
people are definitely interested in is a community garden. This
seems to be a great opportunity to spread several out throughout
the community.

Ashwood Moss Terr

Forested areas for shade and to keep
the current natural look

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

Olde Izaak Walton - building is used
for lots of activities, dog park is well
used (including by Brambleton
residents who no longer have one),
river for fishing and canoeing

Autumn Sky Ct

Meadows, pollinators, bird attractors,
rain gardens

Bright Star Ct

meadows, large trees

would like to see more passive/natural elements along with
additional children's playground and volleyball. Tennis courts are
good too, but without any lights (for no night time play)

Castle Ridge

There is a park I love, but it is not in
I would like to see anything that helps VA. This park has a pond, river, trail,
kids to explore, learn and discover.
trees and so many activities including
water activities.

I'm sure whatever is designed will be great.

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

Castle Ridge

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?

pond

burke lake park. They have pond, bbq
grill, picnic area, paddle boat, hiking, building all those retails spaces is a mistake right on the town
train, volleyball court, soccer field,
center :(
basketball and an open field.

Reforested areas for shade.

Ashburn Park; walking trails and
pavillion.

Castle Ridge Sq
Castle Ridge Sq.

The park at Belmont Club. It has a
soccer field, multiple tennis courts,
multiple basketball courts

Chatelain Circle

Since there is an increased interest in tennis, 2 courts is absolutely
insufficient for a community like Brambleton. Why can't we have
more courts spread out across the community? Also, I take my kids
to Broadlands for tennis lessons. Its a shame that we cannot sustain
an increasingly popular sport like tennis here in this community. I
have spoken to many coaches who say that they have been
discouraged to hold classes/camps here.

Connie Marie ter

Epperson Sq.

ground fountains, stone water
overpass, meadow, pollinator habitats,
plenty of doggy bags so people can
The Huntington Botanical Gardens
pick up after their pets, Japanese style
gardens, trees, and rocks, European
style flowers and grass, etc.

Epperson Square

All of them, we need to provide more
space to share with the wild habitat.
Would like to see less of a mowed
lawns unless it serve a recreational
purpose

Plenty of clear, blue water

Brambelton should aim to become more nature supporting
Shenandoah, Great Falls. Those parks
community. With all the population that is placed in our area, we
have areas left untouched so the wild
are losing wild habitat on a scary scale. Create a program that
animals, birds, insects, etc. can coexist
supports conservancy efforts of Loudoun County! I would be
with humans
interested in volunteering for this cause

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?

Franklin Benjamin
Terrace

reforested areas, trails, tot lots, nature
Arboretum Glen Rock, NJ
trails

Gentle Falls Dr

meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas

Gentle Falls Drive

Legacy Park

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. We offer the following
comments -Legacy Park is unique because of its large space and
central location in the community, adjacent to Town Center. It was
planned to be a neighborhood park from the beginning and
therefore adjacent parking was provided. The adjacent
homeowners also knew the park would be there when they
purchased their home. -We agree in concept that
neighborhood parks, as Brambleton has defined them, should be
provided in all the Districts. However, we do not agree that a
neighborhood park belongs in the space currently being planned
in District 3. The open space in District 3 has limited to no adjacent
parking and therefore we do not believe active recreation should
be located here except for limited playgrounds for the adjacent
neighbors. As an example we live adjacent to a basketball court
and it regularly has a bunch of cars parked with people playing on
the court - this works because there is a parking lot. -We would
really like to see a trail connection from our neighborhood along
Franklin Benjamin Terrace and Nickens Place to the open space.
Our neighborhood is generally “cut off” from the adjacent
neighborhoods – no road access, and only sidewalks along
Belmont Ridge. As a parent of young children, it would be great to
have a trail connection to this open space that doesn’t require
walking along Belmont Ridge Road (that is very busy and high
speed road). -Additionally, we would really like to have plenty of
trees and natural areas with benches and picnic tables to have
quality family outdoor time. -Overall we strongly suggest
paying special attention to the homeowners directly adjacent to
the space they are the most impacted
Looking for a tennis and basketball court inside the woods similar
to Legacy park

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?
I had already submitted a questionnaire but wanted to add that it
would be nice to have a place for a movie in the lawn event. The
float n flicks are not great for smaller children. Also south riding
and broadlands both have a movie on the lawn we go to.
Brambleton would be a great place to add this type of event
instead of having to drive to these communities.

Hillgate terrace

Hillgate Terrace

Maybe a pollinator friendly garden
that would attract monarchs and
hummingbirds?

http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/parks/cle
myjontri/ Clemyjontri park in Fairfax.
I understand this park is very large
compared to what is being planned
however, I think some the equipment
and covered picnic would provide
some great ideas to the park.

Jessica Farm Terrace

Moonglow Court

dinosaur park in Ashburn (elements trees, open space, something to block
creek and bridge) and Legacy (shade,
noise from traffic
trails) are both good examples.

Moonglow Court

Maybe pollinator habitats

Morning Walk
Morning walk

Our girls love nature and would love to have a park with lots of
trees and water to play in. Also, an open space for a field or tennis
courts would be welcome.

Trailside park or dinosaur park - both
in Ashburn. Kids want play structures.
Put courts (tennis, basketball) in Park 5 and let those home owners
decide if they want courts in their backyards before they buy.

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

Morning Walk Dr

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?
I really appreciate the associations efforts with this. I also
acknowledge that they are in no way obligated to build anything
with this common area which makes this effort even more
appreciated. I've spoken to a number of neighbors and there is
overwhelming support for this with the only opposition from this
houses closest to that space. It would be shameful for us to miss
out on this opportunity because of the opinion of a few. Activities
that bring the community together and promote active lifestyles is
what makes Brambleton great. I encourage as many activities and
landscaping as possible. Thank you again for your effort.

Berry patches, butterfly gardens, trees
that align jogging paths (colorful)

Morning walk dr
Morning Walk Dr
MORNING WALK DR meadows, ponds, fountains, trees

Morning Walk Dr

Morning Walk Drive Butterfly garden

Burke lake park

1. Please do not cut down any trees 2. Add more trees 3. Do not
make it busy 4. Don't build any parking areas 5. Need bike racks
6. More places to sit and enjoy nature

Clemyjontri Park in McLean. Maybe
not as bright. A pavilion to host parties
or have picnics in the park. Maybe host
movies in the park over the
spring/summer/fall.
Areas around lake anne in Reston. I
love the little ponds with rocks all
around. The kids enjoying throwing
rocks in it and playing with their
I would not like to see a dog park there.
remote control boats. There are also
swings right by the water so people
can enjoy different things in a small
area instead of being so spread out.

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?

More nature-specific habitats (butterfly
area, bird friendly plants, etc). There
Morning Walk Drive are tons of animals that roam through
this area "District 3" and I would hate
to see them all pushed away.

Aren't the trees, pond and mulch
Morning Walk Drive enough. Keep it clean!! Place lighting
inside!!!
Morning Walk drive
Morning walk drive
Morning Walk Drive

Boulder, Colorado, Naperville IL

This area has minimal parking that is not directly in front of
someone's home. Please be respectful of that and not build
"attractions" that will encourage a lot of additional cars to come in
to the neighborhood. I think that the best use would be a
continuation of the trail system with enhancements - possibly a
green field for open play or flying a kite (like near the Corner Pool),
areas with native plants to support the wildlife (maybe even a
wildlife watching station), areas with benches / tables to get
together with others.
The place is nice and could be better. We need more evening
lighting in the area. Not only the park area. The trails need lights (
Solar).
Would really like a couple of tennis courts.
I'd like to see more paved paths from the surrounding streets to
enter and exit the park. A path surrounding the whole park would
be nice too.

Morning Walk Drive looking for more activities
Please leave mature trees! Encourage
pollinators and native birds. Use
native plants in landscaped/transtion
Morning Walk Drive
areas. Keep a good natural barrier
between meadow/forest areas and
play areas (lyme consideration).

I would like to see more paths connecting communities and
creating more access points to existing trails. If courts (basketball
or tennis) are being considered, please put them near "gathering
points" such as the town center or new barn area. Would prefer
not to have them buried in neighborhoods, as that could create
parking and other issues.

Morning Walk Drive Trees for shade

Major concern is people driving to the park and parking in front of
my house.

Trees, flower gardens, NO bird
Morning Walk Drive attractions (too much poop), NO water
features (too many mosquitos)

Love to see the bike/running trails continue and connect
throughout. Would love more swings...even wooden porch type
swings.

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Morning walk drive

Definitely need to have natural trees
and also additional new ones to make
it look more natural. There is so little
open space in brambleton we need to
not have concrete everywhere

Today we have a decent sledding hill,
let's keep it as part of the meadow.
Pollinator habitats are fine as long as
you can keep them centered and away
from homes backyards where kids
Morning Walk Drive
play. Trees are critical in Virginia
Summers and make the whole thing
more enjoyable. Save the old growth
trees and supplement them to make it
a shaded and enjoyable area.

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?

This needs to be a natural area, where families can have picnics and
play frisbee in the fields. We have basketball courts at all of the
schools and it should stay as natural as possible. Thanks

No park is perfect however
components of Legacy Park, Dinosaur
Park (in Ashburn) and Clemyjontri Park
Love that you're asking our opinions and I'd be there in person if I
(in McLean, if it had shade) would be
wasn't overseas on business travel.
great. Morning Walk Drive has very
young families with young kids and
that should be considered.

Our neighborhood is already a 'high speed' cut through from
Northstar to Belmont Ridge. This park makes me think that traffic
will only triple. Please consider alternate entrances to the park that
do not put more cars on our streets of people who live outside of
Bram.

Morning Walk Drive As many trees as possible.

Morning walk drive

ponds

Myan Gold
Myan Gold

meadows and pollinations

Myan Gold

baron Cameron in reston --swimming
pool, tennis court, base ball, biker
tracks kids play area...all in one

Meadows, Butterfly parks,
orchards....With all of the building and Evergreen Mills due to the trails and
congestion in the area, some open
lack of man made objects
space is a welcome site

we need more tennis courts

Tennis courts will not add to the ambiance. With the new HS
adding 8 courts, there will be plenty for residents to use in the
area.

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Myan Gold

I would like all of these. I don't think
we should be copying Legacy Park
with its basketball courts or tennis
courts with lights. Those courts are
surrounded by trees and streets on
either side. It would not be
appropriate to our concrete structures
with lights in this natural area.

Please keep it as natural as possible and consider the impact on the
neighborhood around it. Also, Hanson Park and the new high
school providing these amenities and are very accessible to
Brambleton residents.

No opinion

What are the access points for this park? How can you ensure the
visitors don't park in front of our homes? How can you ensure the
noise level is not high (if you are planning on basket ball, tennis
courts etc.)? What steps are you taking to ensure that there are no
lights in these courts? What about the fact that this opens up our
homes to strangers trespassing on our properties & or increase in
break-ins etc?

Myan Gold Dr

As much green space as possible.

I do not feel that this neighborhood has enough area for people to
be able to park on the streets in order to use this park. When we
purchased our home in this area we were told that the area
between the homes and bike path was going to be a natural green
space. We have many young children on this street and already
have many cars traveling through here to get to their homes. The
last thing we want are more cars through a neighborhood street
where young children are playing in their yards. Nor do I want
people cutting through my yard to get to the park.

Myan Gold Dr

Nature trails, kids play parks that are
incorporated into nature themes

Myan Gold Dr

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?

Nature park in Stamford, CTIncorporates a farm that is open for
visitors, nature trails

Support the neighbor hood park as long as noise, lights and foot
traffic is controlled; especially for families that are in the periphery

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

Myan Gold Dr

Myan Gold dr

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?
I would love it to feel like you in the
woods. My boys love to play in the
dirt, dig play around the trees and roll
down the hills that are currently in our
neighborhood park.
Pollinator meadows.

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?
Ashburn park, lots of play equipment
but in the woods for the kids to
explore and still be safe.

I would love to see a flat area for the kids to play ball kick ball,
soccer, chase, touch football. We have a ton of little boys and girls
in the neighborhood.

Multi-sport field.
Please ensure there are no plans that will increase the noise level in
the neighborhood.

Myan Gold Dr
Myan gold dr

Retain as much of the green space as
possible

Myan Gold Dr.

That's exactly the elements that are
part of a park, natural beauty. It's a
neighborhood, not a loud rec center.
It should be for use of residents for
relaxation, not draw outside people.
The city center is for that. People that
bought away from that did so for a
reason. The center is close for
enjoyment but not right in their back
yard. Nothing should be placed that
would increase noise or infringe on
people's enjoyment of their homes
and back yards.

Most buy with surrounding areas established. To drastically change
and add in someone's back yard without truly considering those
most affected is inconsiderate.

Myan Gold Drive

I think it should stay the same.
Possibly add more exercise stations.
Add wild flowers to sides of berms.
Expand playground

I'm against adding courts of any kind. I'm concerned with noise
generated by groups of people due to the proximity of the area to
my back yard and patio. Also concerned that courts will attract
people from other area and they would park along Myan gold
drive to gain access to the area. In my opinion courts belong with
the schools and surrounding the recreation centers and pools
where there is parking.

Nickens Place

Trees!

none

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

Nickens Place

Rising Moon Pl

Rising Moon Place

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?
Areas for bird nesting to decrease
nuisance nest building in our
mailboxes and around window
shutters.
Flowering bushes and somewhat open
area to keep ticks away. Also a level
and mowed area to play soccer or
throw the football.
I would like to see meadows, trees,
forests in the park because it creates a
calm, peaceful environment.

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?
Only ones we can go to are either
Fairfax County or Loudoun County
Would help with less problems with dogs constantly barking
Parks which mean we have to pack up because they don't get enough exercise.
the dogs and drive there.
NA

Really need some more basketball and tennis courts within walking
distance. Please none of the weird amenities proposed in the past
like handball or freestyle walking.

---

Kids would like basketball court, football field, tennis courts, wall to
rebound lacrosse balls.

Rising Moon Place
Rising Moon Place

Lots of trees! Meadows are also nice.

Legacy Park!

Rising Moon Place

The Algonkian Park. They have
Meadows, pollinator habitats, some
playground equipment aimed across
big trees for shade in some areas. We
different age groups. Some nice picnic
would love for this to be a picnic park
tables with shade while having enough
as well.
sun as well.

Rising Moon Place
Rising Moon place

We need tennis and basketball courts. Please no weird amenities
such as handball and freestyle walking.

Rising Moon Place

If new park are added, keeping the privacy of any neighboring
houses to those parks should be considered. I know our house
backs to trees and what was promised to us to either be
conservation land (NEVER to be built on) or a golf course (which
we knew wasn't going to ever happen ). Minimal trees should be
cleared to make park space. Landscaping should be added around
the parks to make it be more private and beautiful. The
playground on Morning Walk Drive has little to no landscaping,
and the grass is not kept up. Landscaping and upkeep should be
taken into consideration when planning this next park.

Any way we can enhance natural
elements of Bram (trees, flowers, etc),
the better. Not only does it make the
place we live more beautiful and help
the earth (bees, animals, etc), it also
helps Bram keep up with
Willowsford...where most people in
Bram are moving to.

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

Rising Moon Place

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?
Very concerned about the ability and cost to maintain the park so
that it does not eventually look run-down. Much of Legacy park,
and the B Fit trail, already look like that. So developing an
expansive new park raises concern that it too will look great the
first year, and then will fall into disrepair if the other two can't be
maintained right now. Seems like it would be more cost effective
to revitalize/fix the first two ideas so people want to use more than
just the play ground (legacy park and B fit) before adding more.

Woods should be maintained and as
much grassy area as possible. There is
a significant amount of wildlife that
uses the current area under
development as its habitat, so as much
should be preserved as possible.

Somerset crossing
place

Spring Dew Dr.

Algonkian park has a nice playground
with picnic tables in shaded spots
We have been blessed with a special needs baby - would
trees would be nice to eventually grow
nearby. Hadley's park playground near appreciate stroller/wheelchair accessibility and activities friendly to
to provide shade
Dulles Town Center has some ramps
children with physical special needs
for wheelchair accessibility.

Spring dew drive

Clemyjontri park- for all types of kids
and abilities, Mosaic District park- with
Trees that actually provide shade for
Shouldn't be a destination park that will bring in people for large
splash pad, chess pieces Memorial
those sitting in the park and to create
Park in Houston-sand volleyball, play group sports like: cricket, baseball, soccer. LoCo has a bunch of
quiet areas away from the crowds, wild
area for kids, dirt trail loop and rugged parks already designated for these types of games.
flowers fields
wooded trails for trail running & trail
bike riding, designated picnic area

Stardust Way
Ashburn Park aka Dinosaur Park. Lots
of different play structures for children
of different ages.

Tradewind
Tradewind Dr
Tradewind dr
Tradewind Dr

More tennis and basketball courts
meadows, butterfly garden

What is the name
of the street you
live on?

Tradewind Dr.
Tradewind drive
Tradewind Drive
Winter Haven Dr

What passive/natural elements
(meadows, pollinator habitats,
reforested areas, etc.) would you
like to see in the neighborhood park
and why?
Any of the above. I love the natural
feeling of this tract of land, and hope
natural elements are included.
Meadows

Name a park that you have been to
that reflects your vision for a
Additional Comments:
neighborhood park. What elements
of this park stand out to you?

Clemyjontri

What is the name of the Utilize
street you live on?
Legacy?
April Mist
No

What do you like most about
Legacy Park?
the trees and trail
Quiet walking paths, lots of trees,
pond. areas to sit and read, talk,
etc. The tennis courts are buffered
by trees from the surrounding
homes.

What do you dislike about
Legacy Park?
lack of lighting

What elements are not included in Legacy Park that
you would like in a neighborhood park?
lighting and taking down dead trees
Use some of the open space by Myan Gold for free play
and exercise area. Kick soccer balls, throw frisbee, toss
basketball courts, or anything that
baseball, etc. tennis courts. Perhaps an off-leash dog
would attract groups after dark
area. Activities that will bring the neighbors together,
picnic tables, shelter, etc

April Mist Pl

Yes

April Mist Place

Yes

My kids love the play structure. It's Haven't spent enough time there
good for a variety of ages.
to dislike anything about it.

It would be nice to have a fenced in area for a dog park.

Ashwood Moss Ter

Yes

The crowds and lack of green
The many options of things to do
space. The paths are usually
and how the community is set up
impossible to use because of the
around it to make it seem that the
amount of people and with all the
park really belongs there.
trees there is no alternative.

More for adults. Most of Legacy Park seems very kid
focused. It would be nice to have an area that adults
could use and enjoy as well. I know a parkour area was
mentioned at the design charrette. Something like that
that would provide an active area for teens and adults to
go along with the current playground. A covered area for
picnic tables would also be nice for families.

Ashwood Moss Terr

Yes

The paths and lots of trees/shade

Crowds

Natural looking water, like a pond and community
gardening plots

Autumn Sky Ct

No

Attractive, woodsy, various
activities

Seems like the private park for
those directly adjacent to it.

Dog park

Bright Star Ct

Yes

Large wooded Children's play area Parking

Castle Ridge

Yes

Castle Ridge

Yes

Castle Ridge Sq

Yes

Castle Ridge Sq.

Yes

I like the fact that there are several
play sets for different she groups
How far it is for walking purposes.
and open forest area for kids to
explore. I also like that there are
benches.
tire swing
not enough benches to sit
Too few tennis courts, courts are
Tennis Courts
always busy. Also courts are not lit
to play in the evenings.
I wish there was another
It is shaded and has benches and
playground element for smaller
picnic tables.
toddlers with a fence around it.

Large grassy areas.

barbecue grills with picnic area

A playground element for smaller toddlers with a fence
around it. A pavillion.

What is the name of the Utilize
street you live on?
Legacy?

What do you like most about
Legacy Park?

Chatelain Circle

Yes

Tennis Court

Connie Marie ter

Yes

Epperson Sq.

No

Play structure for kids
N/A - Not sure where the park is;
just moved to the area.

What do you dislike about
Legacy Park?
Not enough tennis courts
available
Nothing for teens
N/A - Not sure where the park is;
just moved to the area.

I like that it breaks the monotony
of the rows and rows of houses. I
like lighted tennis courts, though
we need many more of them!!!
Like to have small pond in the
middle where you can watch the
turtles laying on the sun

It is getting too beaten up due to
the population overgrowth. There
are no areas left for the wild
Pollination stations, for example, Willowsford Farms is
nature to grow free (except for the participating in "Bringing Back the Monarch" program,
small area around the pond), trees why Brambleton is not doing it yet?
need to be restored on a more
aggressive schedule.

Epperson Square

Yes

Franklin Benjamin Terrace Yes

Gentle Falls Dr

Yes

Gentle Falls Drive

Yes

Hillgate terrace

No

Hillgate Terrace

Yes

Jessica Farm Terrace

No

What elements are not included in Legacy Park that
you would like in a neighborhood park?
The basketball court is in a very bad shape
Teens : skating etc
N/A - Not sure where the park is; just moved to the area.

Adjacent to Town Center, large
area of open space, lots of tree
nothing, this is a great community
lack of restrooms, more picnic tables would be nice
cover and variety of playground
amenity that we enjoy often.
for a variety of age groups, central
point of community
Tennis, Basket ball and play area
inside the woods
Foam mat areas with monkey bars, basketball courts,
Playground
Needs tidying up / cleansed
skateboarding park

Not enough grassy area, and the
Utilizes equipment for all ages and
current landscape becomes very
is shaded.
muddy with rain.

I wish there were picnic tables or a place to eat or a
pavilion. Equipment for children with disabilities. Maybe
add a ramp to a play gym with various interactive
activities. We really love going to Clemyjontri park in
Fairfax. I'm not sure if that would be helpful for design
ideas on different play gyms or activities.
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/parks/clemyjontri/ I also
like the thought of a small fountain spray area for the
kids to run around in similar to the one at Fairfax corner
but smaller scale.
A fenced in area for dogs!!

What is the name of the Utilize
street you live on?
Legacy?

What do you like most about
Legacy Park?

Moonglow Court

shade, trails, tennis courts, tire
not enough communal space
swing, swings, natural landscaping
(benches, picnic tables, shelter)
(large rocks, trees, etc.)

Yes

Moonglow Court

Yes

Only tennis courts in Brambleton.

Morning Walk
Morning walk

Yes
No

Trees

Morning Walk Dr

No

Morning walk dr

Yes

Morning Walk Dr
MORNING WALK DR

Yes
No

Morning Walk Dr

Yes

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

I like how heavily wooded that
area is as well as the number of
activities.

What do you dislike about
Legacy Park?

What elements are not included in Legacy Park that
you would like in a neighborhood park?
more open space to play soccer or tag, etc.

Only 2 tennis courts - there needs
An outdoor roller hockey rink - similar to Trailside Park in
to be more courts based on the
Ashburn.
growth of Brambleton.
concrete (basketball & tennis)

Not enough picnic tables/seating

Not enough tennis courts.
Desperately needs basketball
courts.
Trees, variety of activities
Only two tennis courts
Trees, Tennis courts
Busy, crowded, not tranquil.
It's nicely shaded but I found over
The swings, play area, and walking the summer I get eaten alive by
paths.
mosquitoes so cannot stay out
there for long.
Not enough benches around
recreational areas. Lack of
Shade, trees, tennis courts, pond walkways to roadside parking,
Would like to be able to lap
around the pond.
Multiple playground areas, natural
setting, mature shade trees,
available parking that's not
directly in front of homes.

Sport courts (basketball, sand volleyball and tennis).
Picnic tables. Frisbee golf. Vegetation (like berry patch).
The more activities the better. This is a GREAT
opportunity to make this space a wonderful amenity for
the community.
More tennis courts, dog park, and basketball court.
Dog park
Meadows, gardens, flowers, fountains, sitting areas
We miss the volleyball net. Activities for grade school
kids that are not toddlers.

Volleyball court

More nature-specific habitats (butterfly area, bird
friendly plants, etc). Open grassy field/areas to throw a
frisbee, kick a ball, etc.

What is the name of the Utilize
street you live on?
Legacy?

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

Morning Walk drive

Yes

What do you like most about
Legacy Park?

What do you dislike about
Legacy Park?
Basketball Court needs lighting
and updated. Grounds need to be
beautified. In need of a skate park
Not much! Basketball Court needs
for kids. Pond area can be stocked
lighting and updated. Grounds
and cleaned up. More things for
need to be beautified. In need of a
all ages for kids to do. Lights or
skate park for kids.
pathway lights. It's to DARK
AROUND HERE!! Need more street
lights!!
It has something for most
kids...and love the tennis courts.
Nothing
Also, there are grills for
neighborhood cookouts

What elements are not included in Legacy Park that
you would like in a neighborhood park?

Evening Lights, Solar would reduce the price. Skate Park
for skateboarders, Hockey Rink, similiar to the one by
Stone Bridge. Tree trimming.

More tennis courts

Oriented primary to young kids, of
which I have two of (5 and 8).
However I would like some
activities that are oriented to older
kids and adults, like tennis courts.

Morning walk drive

No

Shaded, natural setting.

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

Basketball Court, Volleyball Court,
Too many trees.
and Tennis Courts.

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

Playground

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

Play areas with nice shade, central
Not enough swings.
location.

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

The trees, multiple play areas

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

Trees, Different stations for
different ages, Swings

Morning walk drive

Yes

The trees and swings and benches Tennis and basketball courts.

nothing

volleyball, corn hole, shuffle board, grills, more picnic
tables
Open play area for pick-up soccer, football, etc. (not an
official field with goals, but just an area to run and play)

Benches need to be closer to play
areas in some spots
No basketball courts, no
boundaries between park and
Basketball courts, more play equipment for 7 - 12 year
street to protect little kids from
olds, outdoor pavilion with picnic tables, baseball field
running off
Volley ball court, horseshoe pit, picnic tables

What is the name of the Utilize
street you live on?
Legacy?

What do you like most about
Legacy Park?

Morning Walk Drive

Yes

Very little since I think it's well
The paths, the trees, the pond, the designed. I do not want basketball
great playground, and the
or tennis courts near my house
waterfall.
since it brings in teenagers late at
night.

Morning Walk Drive

Yes
kid friendly play equipment,
Tennis courts and picnic tables
paths

What do you dislike about
Legacy Park?

Yes

Myan Gold
Myan Gold
Myan Gold
Myan Gold

Yes
No
Yes

Myan Gold Dr

Yes

Easy accessibility with plenty of
Nothing
parking (not in front of the homes)

Myan Gold Dr

No

That it is centrally located and
allows for people to park on the
street right next to the park not at
someone's driveway.

Myan Gold Dr

No

Trees

Myan Gold Dr

Yes

Playground area and tons of room
for the kids to run and explore
A nicer basketball court
(they love the trees, the stream
wet or dry and the huge rocks to
climb on!!)

Myan Gold dr

No

Myan Gold Dr

Yes

Myan gold dr

Yes

Centrally located, proximity to
town center, nice trails

A couple of SHADED playgrounds for kids. I understand
laws dictate distance from playground equipment to
trees in Virginia however the current playground has NO
shade and is not useable by kids since the slides and
swings are too hot to touch in the sunshine.

Disruption to houses/families
barrier between park and home yards
will be nice to have enclosed play
soccer field, basket ball court and more tennis courts
area for younger ones
tennis courts
meadows
Dog Park
Tennis Courts
Walking paths and greenery

Morning walk drive

Walking paths

What elements are not included in Legacy Park that
you would like in a neighborhood park?

Gazebos, fountains, butterfly garden, anything nature
oriented

Noise Levels, no dedicated parking
passive recreation options, parking areas, easy
slots, adjacent to the street, foot
accessibility via trails,
traffic,
Larger playground equipment like at Ashburn Park
(dinosaur park)

Tennis courts & basketball court
Water features, fountains
generate a lot of noise
Kids playground could be better The big trees and the green space like the creighton color
None
playground equipment

What is the name of the Utilize
street you live on?
Legacy?

What do you like most about
Legacy Park?

Myan Gold Dr.

Yes

Trees and walking path

Myan Gold Drive

Yes

Nickens Place

Yes

Nickens Place

No

Rising Moon Pl

No

Rising Moon Place

Yes

Rising Moon Place

No

Rising Moon Place

Yes

Rising Moon Place

Yes

Rising Moon Place

No

Rising Moon place

Yes

What do you dislike about
Legacy Park?
Overuse can disrupt natural
beauty of grass, etc. difficult to
regrow grass with tree coverage.

Open space. Area to walk and
I think it's fine the way it is.
enjoy the outdoors
Shaded park with natural areas
(my kids spend more time with the Surrounded by busy roads, lots of
rocks and trees than the
traffic.
equipment). Large size.
No off-leash area for dogs to meet
and play safely. Have to worry
about people running or on
Great walking areas.
bicycles running into you or your
dog.
Tennis and Basketball Courts. We
need more of those in
Grass is in bad shape.
Brambleton. That is the main
amenity people want.
The trees and natural feel. The
--basketball court. Tennis courts.
All of the trees (means lots of
shade!) and the playground. Also
Everything about it is great!
love the tennis courts and water
features.
My daughter says having only one
The monkey bars, the layout, the
tyre swing is not cool. There
openness
should be one more.
Nature
Unkept landsacping in past such
Tennis courts
as grass

What elements are not included in Legacy Park that
you would like in a neighborhood park?
Nothing
None

Bike parking

Dog Park for off-leash activity. Where dogs can meet
and run around in safety.

A little more sun.
Park benches would be nice. A wall to bounce lacrosse
balls off of.
Legacy Park is great! There's nothing wrong with a
duplicate since there are so many young families in
Bram. I'd love more water features, another playground,
and tennis courts closer to my home!
Cooler playground sets with maybe Roman rings, rope
ladder etc., a pretend vehicle for the kids to ride on (like
in the Algonkian playground)
Gazebo,more park benches,seating

What is the name of the Utilize
street you live on?
Legacy?

Rising Moon Place

Yes

What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?
The trees!!! The 2 playgrounds,
basketball courts and tennis courts
are mixed in to the trees. The trail
More tables.
through the Legacy Park area feels
very nature trailesque, which is
wonderful!!
Volleyball Courts are not useable
or maintained

What elements are not included in Legacy Park that
you would like in a neighborhood park?
More grassy areas for picnics, kids to run around/play
sports (not organized sports, but rather just bring a
soccer ball to the park and play).

Volleyball courts, and a process to maintain all of the
courts. Both the volleyball and basketball courts look
run down so the plan needs to incorporate a way to
ensure that the park doesn't look as if it's falling apart.

Rising Moon Place

No

Somerset crossing place

No

Spring Dew Dr.

Yes

variety of playground equipment
for kids to explore

Spring dew drive

Yes

Space for bigger kids, benches
and small tables to sit at, SHADE

Stardust Way

Yes

Different levels of play

Muddy. Not enough open space.

Shade (important in hot summer
months) and location relative to
town center for food/lunch
options.
Trails with shade, tennis courts
Leave as is.
Sports courts volleyball, tennis,
basketball, kids play area

Play structures are limited, other
parks in the area have more fun
Reservable/Rentable pavilion for events/birthday parties.
activities for kids (swings/slides of
different sizes)
NA
More tennis and basketball courts

Tradewind

Yes

Tradewind Dr
Tradewind dr

Yes
No

Tradewind Dr

No

Dog park

Tradewind Dr.

Yes

I love how will the amenities are
incorporated with nature.

Tradewind drive

Yes

Play structures, shade, trails

some spots seem to get super
muddy after some rain
Not enough benches and having
shared parking with residents.
Creates more traffic for the
residents living there.

gazebo, covered space to have snacks

Bike rack, splash pad, sand volleyball

Not walk-able distance
I wish some of the courts were
interspersed with the playgrounds I'd like a skate park, some more natural water area (if
so parents can play tennis while
possible), more picnic tables, bike racks, wifi, and fire
keepimg an eye on kids in the
pits.
playground area.
More picnic benches and park covering more area

What is the name of the Utilize
street you live on?
Legacy?

Tradewind Drive

Yes

Winter Haven Dr

No

What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?
The pond area, the playground
being more advanced, the
greenery from the trees around it. The street is very close on all sides.
The open space for children to run
around.
Playgrounds blend into the trees.
Trees
Tennis courts do not.

What elements are not included in Legacy Park that
you would like in a neighborhood park?

Seating area, more play structures

Legacy park doesn't have enough picnic benches

